Although the cost of long term care of physical disabilities is considerable, little is known about individual trajectories of physical function (measured by gait speed and grip strength) that preceded the process of disablement. We uncovered a complex gradient of improvement in trajectories of physical function that depends on sex and maximum versus normal capacity. In conclusion, accounting for the cohort composition of older people can materially modify the future cost of long term care.
Introduction

1
World Report on Ageing and Health) [10] . Apart from the difference in their health systems, difference in cohort composition across the two 46 countries can impact future trends of these percentages.
The WHO World Report also emphasised the need for refined pictures 48 of changes in physical function of individuals in later life. This calls for 49 deriving, based on the experience of older people living in communities or 50 outside institutions, age trajectories of physical function over an extended 51 period.
52
One note of caution follows when deriving such trajectories. Collecting 53 repeated measures from older people inevitably faces attrition problems, 54 since older people tend to attrite non-randomly in subsequent visits [11, 12] . 55 Recently, a number of solutions have been proposed including weighting 56 and joint modelling [1, 13, 14] ; inverse proportional to attrition weighting is 57 applied here.
58
While recent studies on cognitive function and well-being showing cohort 59 improvement have prompted the question on cohort effect [1, 13] , another 60 recent study on blood-based biomarkers of cognitive deficits [15] have 61 suggested another insight. The study showed that inflammation, measured 62 using two inflammatory markers of high sensitivity C-reactive protein 63 (CRP) and fibrinogen, is associated with cognitive deficits. So given the 64 connections between cognitive and physical functions [2] , inflammation can 65 be expected to have an effect on physical function trajectories throughout 66 later life as well [16] . This can enrich our understanding of key drivers of 67 healthy ageing that affect multiple dimensions of health functions.
68
We therefore aimed to gauge whether there is a secular improvement to 69 gait speed and grip strength enjoyed by some older people living today and 70 to quantify the effect of inflammation on the trajectories of physical 71 function. We note that our aim was not to estimate causality, merely to 72 explore important association hitherto neglected. 
Materials and methods
79
The University of Manchester's institutional review board has exempted 80 this study since it used publicly available anonymised secondary data for 81 research.
82
The English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA) is the main resource 83 for a nationally-representative ageing study of the English older population. 84 The first wave was in 2002 and subsequent waves follow biennially.
85
Repeated biomarker information is available from the even numbered 
87
The data are freely available from the UK Data Archive
88
(www.data-archive.ac.uk) as study number 5050. More details of the study 89 are given elsewhere [14, [17] [18] [19] .
90
We used two measures of physical function that have been used in this 91 sample [4, 5] . The first is gait speed at normal pace (m/s), timed by a more refined than the three cohorts used in the ELSA report [17, 25, 26] . 124 Following the literature [4, 27] we built separate models for the sexes. and managerial/professional). We also included heigh following similar 138 studies in Europe and Britain [28] [29] [30] [31] . We set an a priori α = 0.05.
139
We retained in the analysis those with complete information on both as with Danish data [29] , non-linear age trajectories fit the data best 178 (smallest BIC and largest R 2 ). Subsequent presentation relies on these four 179 models (two outcomes for both sexes) with age and squared age terms.
180
The coefficients of the best models for gait speed are given in Table 4 181 and for grip strength in Table 5 . Compared to the estimates for gait speed, those for maximum grip 190 strength showed similarities and differences ( Finally, to illustrate the contributions of all covariates to grip strength, 214 we plot predicted values of grip strength in Figure 1 . We refrained from 215 presenting an analogous plot for gait speed since cohort indicators were not 216 found significant; and from commenting on the shapes of the trajectories in 217 Figure 1 , relying on fit statistics in Table 3 to decide on the best model. In 218 Table 5 , which suggest that the two most recent cohorts of men 224 attained significantly higher values. In contrast, in the women's sample 225 there was no discernible difference in the four plots (clustered at the lower 226 part), consistent with the lack of statistical significance shown in Table 5 . 227
Discussion
228
The trend of physical disability in older people, with its cost implications, 229 has been uncertain given the countervailing drivers of extending life 230 expectancy and reduction in disability at a given age [10, 37] . Our analysis 231 uncovered a secular improvement in physical function that is most 232 pronounced among men born during and after the War. Unfortunately, no 233 evidence of comparable gains accrued to women.
234
The data also revealed an intriguing pattern of improvement across Pre-Depression (W) 95% CI improvement at all but maximum capacity showed a secular improvement. 239 The maximum force that muscles can physically muster when called forth 240 has evidently increased across cohort considerably. This calls to mind that, 241 in parallel, cognitive function in this sample has also been shown to 242 improve across cohort [1] . This is the first evidence of a complex pattern of 243 improvement in trajectories of physical function across cohort and sex.
244
The mechanism driving the cross-cohort improvement to health 245 functioning has generally been ascribed to general improvement in public 246 health infrastructure and education [5, 38, 39] . Improvements in public some contrast to previous work on this sample. In a cross-section study of 275 average grip strength, CRP has been found to be significant [40] . Our 276 longitudinal study showed a similar sign but not significance. In 277 comparison with a cross-sectional observation, longitudinal observations 278 which were analysed with due control for attrition offer some advantage, 279 particularly control for unobserved individual differences.
280
The inflammation effect echoes a finding based on this sample which 281 showed inflammation to be harmful to cognitive function [15] . Evidently, 282 inflammation also goes with reduced physical function, supporting the idea 283 of inflammaging [41] . The mechanism for this revolves around the role of 284 inflammatory cytokines in both muscle regeneration and muscle strength is determined to a large extent by muscle volume [42] , a better 307 measure of muscle volume using dual energy x-ray absorptiometry can 308 additionally strengthen the basis for the mechanism underlying the 309 observed improvement. Lastly, the complex result on cohort improvement, 310 depending on aspects of physical function and sex, may be highly specific 311 to the British experience. A cross-country comparison is an obvious next 312 step. This study nonetheless has some strengths. First, the sample is 313 designed to represent the country and not only some clinical groups or 314 regions, hence facilitating generalisation. Moreover, this is the first study, 315 based on repeated measures of both physical function and inflammation, to 316 draw trajectories of physical function and factors that shaped them as they 317 unfold with age. Finally, this study also derived the trajectories while 318 dealing with the attrition that is common but often ignored in longitudinal 319 ageing studies.
320
In conclusion, pronouncements about trends in healthy physical ageing 321 are marked with inconsistency [43] and some confusion [10] . Recent results 322 on cognitive ageing in Britain are reinforced with these newly uncovered 323 results: among men both cognitive and physical functions are secularly by research and policy should carefully consider cohort composition to gain 326 useful insights and craft efficient policy.
327
